Get $0 at-home COVID-19 tests at CVS Pharmacies

Starting February 15, 2022, get $0 at-home over the counter (OTC) COVID-19 tests at most CVS Pharmacy locations.

At-home COVID-19 tests are covered by many insurance plans*

Non-Medicare/Medicare insurance plans may cover up to eight at-home COVID-19 tests per month. Returns will not be accepted.

Get tests paid for up front
For your insurance to cover the cost of an at-home COVID-19 test up front, place an order online for store pickup.

Pay out of pocket for tests
Shop online for at-home COVID-19 tests, save your receipt, and submit a claim to your health insurance plan for reimbursement. If you have non-qualifying insurance, or have met your monthly limit, you can still shop and pay out of pocket.

To request at-home test kits, visit the CVS Caremark COVID-19 Education website.

1. Select Request at-home tests
2. Answer a few simple questions and select the store for pick-up
3. Sign-in to your CVS Pharmacy Account
4. Get your Healthcare ID Card
5. Once you get to the Enter RX Screen, enter:
   a. **Prescription Insurance Provider**: CVS Caremark
   b. **Member ID**: Enter **without** first 3 letters (E.g., 123A45678)
   c. **RxBin**: Enter exactly as written on your ID card (E.g., 004336)
   d. **RxGRP**: Enter exactly as written on your ID card (E.g., RX1428)
   e. **RxPCN**: Enter exactly as written on your ID card (E.g., ADV)

Once your order is ready, we’ll send you an email or text. Then stop in and see any CVS Pharmacy cashier at the front of the store** and provide your name and confirmation code to pick it up.

* Does not include CVS pharmacies located in Target or Schnucks Pharmacies.

** Tests are not available in the drive-through. Orders not picked up within 72 hours will be cancelled